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SUMMART 

Bancl spreading was studied in aqueous molecular-sieve chrolnatograplly 
systems using carbohydrate solutes. 13io-Gel P-z, Seplmdes G-ho, and Sephades G-IS 
were used. P-z gel was prepared in three size fractions by wet screening and elutriation. 
All gel preparations were characterized by extensive size measurements with a digital 
coding microcomparator. The band spreading behavior of solutes followecl a theory 
based on the additivity of the mechanisms of asial dispersion and slow mass transfer. 
The molecular diffusion of solute in the gel phase was found to be the controlling 
mechanism of mass transfer (with substances of low molecular weight). A diameter 
equivalent to the most probable spherical volume was used in describing slow gel 
phase diffusion. Using the random walk theory of eddy diffusion, it was found that a 
diameter equivalent to the most probable specific area of the particles was best to 
describe axial dispersion. 

1. 

In all types of chromatography, band spreading is present ancl cl&-acts from the 
efficiency of the separation process. Polynler applications of molecular-sieve clironi~to- 
graphy (MSC) endeavor to order a disperse molecular weight preparation. The resulting 
chromatograrm show the distribution of molecular weights as moclifkcl 13~1 bancl 
spreading. Other applications of MSC include the separation of solutes into semi-pure 
fractions. In these operations, bancl spreading leacls to overlapping ox- cross-contami- 
nation of solutes. In both types of MSC operation, the nieclianisnis leading to band 
spreading are analogous if not identical, 

The first theories of chron~atography were descriptive, based on clistillation 
plate models lv2. Later, by considering a continuously flowing system, it was possible 
to incorporate operating parameters such as particle dimmet& ancl eluent flow rate”t4. 

’ A portion of a thesis submittccl by Nth\LE PovEY in partial fullilltncnt of the rcquircmcnts 
of The Xllstitutc of Riper Chcmisl:i-y for tlic tlcp-cc of .I)octot of ‘I~liilnsopli~ I’roni La\VrcIIcc 
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The most recent theoretical approaches to the mechanisms of band spreading in MSC 
include couplings, flow profile”, and diffusion-controlled partitioning’. 

The theory used with this work is based on previous developments of HAMILTON 
et al. concerning the behavior of ion-exchange systems 8, Assuming that axial dispersion 
and mass-transfer effects can be combined linearly, eqn. (I) was derived” 

Assuming that slow gel-phase diffusion-controlled mass-transfer resistance, ccln. (2) 

was derivedo. 

Ha 
Ii’, & d,” 

= 2AdrJ + (K, + &)2 301)” u 
(4 

where N = height of an equivalent tlieoretical plate, ci = interstitial fluid velocity, 

Du = gel-phase diffusion coefficient, DaLc = effective axial diffusivity, Ii’, = distri- 
bution coefficient, CE, = diameter of a monodisperse gel fraction, E = packing por- 
osity, il = ‘eddy diffusion’ coefficient, ICI, = overall mass-transfer coefficient. The 
distribution coefficient is defined as 

where V c = elution volume, v/O = void volume, and 1/t = total volume. The variable 
’ a is defined as 

/ 
-_ 

a=- 1! 
2 

I -- 
1V 

where N = number of theoretical plates. This term was included because the extended 
plate theory of GLUECRAUF~ was used in the derivations instead of the simpler theory 
of MARTIN AND SYNGRl. The factor a allows correct calculations to be made in relatively 
inefficient MSC systems, ca. less than 200 theoretical plates. 

BSPERIMENTAL 

One kilogram of 50-100 mesh Bio-Gel P-2 was fractionated in a Pauer-McNett 
fiber classifier. Three of the standard screen fractions were further fractionated in a 
G x 40 cm elutriation column, Ungraded Sephaclex G-IO and G-IS gels were fraction- 
ated by iepeated sedimentation and siphoning. 

The water regain of the gels was measured by a method which combines filtration 
. and vacuum distillation. The P-2 gel was also characterized by a method which men- 
sures the increased concentration of an excluded solute when the dry gel is swollen. 
The gel was swollen in an aqueous solution of a high polymer. 

DC&~ dam mctJzod. Common filtration and centrifugation methods of measuring 
water regain do not satisfactorily account for pore water. This has been discussed by 
PEPPER et i~l.“~. To circumvent this, all of the pore water was removed by vapcr 
transport. 

A quantity of dry gel was weighed ancl swollen to equilibrium in water. The 
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l~yclr~tecl gel was then washed into a coarse, sintered-glass filter crucible. The bull; 
of the pore water was removed with suction; then a piece of dental dam was fastened 
over the crucible and the filtration continuecl for 20 min. The filter ancl contents were 
weighecl, and the water regain was cnlculatecl using the equation 

wet gel (g) 
Wr = - 

- dry gel (g) hydration tvatcr (6) 
- = dry gel (g) clry gel (6) - (4) 

The dental clam served as a flexible barrier, making the entire gel sample subject 
to vacuun~. As sl~own in Fig, I, a clefinite cllange in the rate of water removal occurred 
after 20 min. It was inferrecl from tllis behavior that pore water was first removed, 
followed by llyclrat ion water. In apl~lying tllis metliocl to other materials, the weight 
loss 5ms81.s time behavior must first be studied to ascertain the proper length of filtration. 

HYDRATION 
WATER REMOVED 

0 20 40 60 60 too 

TIME (MIN) 

Data shown in Table I arc an average of five clcterliiinat ions. 

‘L’ARLI!: I. 

\VATlZR RISGAIS Il,\‘l’r\ 

____._ ___- ______ ---.-_-_... .._. -. . _ ,__. 

..4 ‘U c!r*clg 

Zl?r chiatiott 

(Sk) (ClrlOn! 
__________..~._ _, ._, . _-_....__ ._-..---._-.~. .__._ “_. _ ._~__ ._...._ .~ 

I3io-Gel LB-2 
(cscluclccl solute) 1..p 0.O.l 

13io-Gel P-2 
(tlcntal clan1) 1.3s 0.0.l 

Sepl1aclcs G- 1.5 
(clcntnl clam) I ,2 I 0.0.3 

Scpl~~tclcs G- I o 
(clclltal clan11 0.79 0.01 

---- ____- __.__._. ..-. _- . ._._ _. _._,. __._, 

ZZm~?~z~ded sol& mctlzod. Through a simple mass bala~nce, tile following equation 
relating water regain to measurable parameters can be derived: 

where 72+ = water. regain, V,v = volume of solution initially added to dry gel, ,o = 
clensity of solution, Mce, - niilss of c11-y gel, c,, = initial concentration of escluclecl 
solute, c = final concentration in interstitial fluid. 
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The results shown in Table I were obtained from five samples of ungraded 
Bio-Gel P-z. The solution was a preparation of Sephaclex brand Blue Dextran 2000 
at an initial concentration of about 375 ~g/ml. The gel was removed from the inter- 
stitial fluid with a syringe filter, adding the solution directly to the spectrophotometer 
cells. The initial and final concentrations were determined from an absorbance cali- 
bration plot at Goo nm. 

The wet and dry specific volumes of the gel particles are defined as 

V zu = 
volume of hydrated gel (ml) 

dry gel (g) 
(6) 

and 

Vd = 
volume of dry gel (ml) 

dry gel (g) 
(7) 

These specific volumes can be used to calculate a useful parameter, the gel porosity, 
defined as 

Eg = 
hydrated volume of gel 

total volume of gel 

Using the relationship .- 

(8) 

vd 

Eg=l-T- 20 
. (9) 

the specific volumes were calculated from measurements of sedimented volumes in 
graduated cylinders. The wet volume was measured in water, and the dry volume 
was measured in absolute ethanol, a nonswelling solvent for the gels, The porosity of 
0.47 for random loose arrangements of spheres11 was used to calculate actual gel 
volumes from the observed sedimentkd volumes. Data shown in Tallle II are an 
average of seven determinations. 

TABLE II 

WET AND DRY SPECIFIC VOLUME 

Gd 
$)pg-*) 

A vcvagc rcl A veragc E!I 
deviatimz (cm”g--1) ’ dcvint.ion 

--- ----~- ---_-__-_..._._ _._^_.__..._ -.-_.-__. 

P-2 2.01 0.023 0.994 0.00s 

G-IO 
0.506 

1.21 0.000 O.g52 
G-15 

o-023 0.215 
I.63 O.Of I 0.809 0.01 I 

G-25 
o.4GG 

2.47 0.020 o.GG3 0.005 0.731 
-_P- -- ---__ 

About 1500 diameters were measured from each of three P-z gel preparations 
and about IOOO from the G-IO and G-15 preparations. Measurements were made with 
a.digital coding microcomparator coupled with a data card punch, The data were 
compiled through the computer facilities at The Institute of Paper CXemistry. The 
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gel preparations were cllaracterizecl by the various averages shown in Table V and 
ddclitional distribution parameters which have been discussed elsewhere”. 

The solutes were commercial preparations, purified by filtering the solutions 
with Darco G-Go activated cm-bon. Information pertinent to the solutes is given in 
Table III. 

soLu'rEs 
___,________ .._._.. * ._._.__ __ _ .,.._ __“____.___.I--_._.,_.~.-.--__._-__~-_ ._.. - _... -I-._-.- _.-.. - _.._ _._.._. 

.SOlllld A bDvcvialio.tz Alolccldco 
zewiglrt 

Dij~jlsiolr 
crwfjtcic*ut, 
0 ,,I 
(255, I-/,0, 
cII/~.~cc-’ x IO”) 

__ .____._ __._,_ .,._. ,_“,__ .___._.,.. . ..^... _ _. . _-.. _.__ -_.. .._... .._. . . . . .._._..._.-. . . . . 

Glycinc C;Y 7.5 1O.G.~ 

Glycerin GC 9.5 9*-I 
Cl ucose ti IX IS0 0.73 
Sucrose scic 3-t2 5.2 I 
1~affi110sc 13.4 1; 50~1 -1.3-t 
Scliarclingcr cc-clcstrin SAD 972 3.44 
Sclwrclingcr /!I-clcstrin s13 13 *ar3+ 3.22 
Scpl~uclcs brancl Dcstrm IO IDES 12,000 1 *o95 
_-_I_.- _-..- - ._.. -.--.-- __.__--.__-___..--_ _ .-..-- ._... _.-__ --.I ---...--- __ -.._.._.-.------__-..- _ 

The equipment used in the experiniental measurement of band slmxding is 
shown in l’ig. 2. The cleaerntor consisted of a lleater and LL bubble collector constructecl 

r------- 
I -? ATTENUATOR - 
I AND POWER a7 

REGULATED 
TLMPEAATURE 

Fig. 2. Espcrinicntal cliromatogr~~pliic system. 
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fron1 glass. A Sigmamotor Series T-S pump was used with a duplex manifold of3/rG-in. 
O.D. Tygon tubing, fornlulation S 50 NL. Two Millipore filters were used, 8 ,U~I and 
3 pm. The injector valve was Chromatronis Model SV-8031 and the column was 
Cln-omatronix Model LC-I, a I x 20 in. column equipped wit11 a water jacket. The 
detector was the Nestor/l;aust Model 404 13.1. monitor. The optical heacl was packed 
wit11 zoo-,~n1 glass beads to inlprove the dynhmic response. Both the optical head and 
the power supply were temperature contiolled to assure a steady base line. 

The Folurnn was repacked between most of the temperature changes. This was 
done by filling the colunln wit11 water and adding the gel as a slurry to a large funnel 
attached to the top of the column. In all of the niajor data runs, samples of 0.5 nil 
solution were used. Most solutes were injected at 5-7o/0 concentrations (w/v). Dextran 
was used at I-2%. The concentration of Scllarclinger /Z?-clestrin was limitecl by its 
solubility, cn. 3 O/o. 

The height equivalent of a theoretical plate (HETP) of each curve was calculated 
fron1 GL.UECXAUP’S equation@. 

where N = number of theoretical plates, vv, = corrected elution volume, L = mea- 
sured length of packing, I.’ = correctecl length, Vf = sample volunle, E = porosity, 
A = cross-sectional colun1n area, and W, and T/T/, are the leading and trailing wiclths 
of the elution curve measured at h/e. 

Four to ten flow rates were used in the data runs, ranging from 0.15 to 5.0 tnl/min. 
The data pertinent to each elution curve were recorclecl on punched cards ancl the 
analysis was made through computer programs. All the runs gave linear H or Ha 
versa~s U plots as shown for the representative data in Fig. 3. The average correlation 
coefficient of all runs was 0.996. The slope nncl intercept were calculatecl from a least- 
squares analysis and these were usecl to calculate the following quantit&s: 

.intercept = H,, . (13) 

I 711 V” ” 
-- = --- ( 

l&-V” ____ 
Ii’t, 2 VL V/, > 04) 

wliere Cz, = particle diameter, Ve = elution volunie, v/o = volume, == 
total m tile slope of Ha ~B~SZCS U plot. 



0.15 - dGLC 

* OEY 
I I I I 1 I I 

a24 0.48 0.72 096 I.20 1.44 I.62 

AVERAGE INTERSTITIAL FLU0 VELOCITY, u (CM/SEC Y 10-2) 

I I 1 for alJlJrcvirLtioiis.) I 

The colun~n w3.s repxkccl and the conclitions were repcatecl four times. As sllown 
in Table IV, there was ~oocl agreement l~etween 191, II;‘,, and E. The large amount of 
variation of the parameter H,, reflects the sensitivity of axial dispersion to changes in 
packing structure. The reproducibility clnta indicate that mass transfer parameters 
can be cxmparecl between packings but tliat only tlic -) gross asial dispersion beliavior 
can be evaluated. 

‘I’i\131dl.3 I \’ 

7040 mesh :Uio-Gel P-2, 45”. Avcragc corrclatiori cocllicicnt =:- fJ,ry~.3. 111 == slrJlw 01’ f-l11 7)l’I’sII.s U 
(see-1) ; H” I-- ititcrccpt of f-iff z,PI’.S/IS iJ’ (cm). 

_ .-._____.._.. - ________.____ __._-_. .__ . ..__.__..____.. . - .._-_.-- - . ._... .” . .._. . . ..,. . . . .._. ..--. _.. 

I?rwt Ii’o_fi 12osL’ (;lrrcosc’ 

.__. _. .._._.._-. _ .,. _... 
1// I-I, Ii, 111 I-I,, r\- * F 

_., _.._ __.- . .._ “_ ._. __--- ___._.._.._ .._.,_-.._ -.- _.._..._.._._..... ,. _... - . . . _._. . .._. .-.... . ..-... . - . -... _ -.. -....- . - 

_;z 

I I .50 0.079 0.291 4.3-l o.oGS 0.4 13 0*3.5-F 
II.71 0.040 0.2gf.3 5.03 0.02rj O-4 r-t 0.3G.5 

47 1 I.70 0.052 0.2SS _}.SY O.O.}.k 0*-+‘4 0.3Sl 

.}S r 1 .x.3 Cl.04 I 0.2<]3 4.93 0*03-t O.-I_ 11 0. ;36S 

hlcan rr.gS 0.0.5.3 0.2Cj2 d.SO 0.04.c O.-t 1.3 0.30~ 

Av. clc?\*. 0.16 0.013 0.00~ 0. 2 3 0.01” 0.001 0.007 

‘pi, dcv. 1.4 ‘2 5 I.7 -1.s ‘2 7 O.‘Z.l. 1.0 

_._ . . . . .._......_._..... .._.. . . .._._. _ -.-.-..-^_.._ .-.. _ ._.. . . ..-. .-.. - .- ..-..-_. . -.-. ..-. .._.. - .-.-.--.... -_ . . ..-._.. _.- -..__ . ._. 

The following equations cleiine tlic averages wliicli were calculated for tile gel 
preparations : 
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The relationship between the averages is shown schematically in Fig. 4 for the fraction- 
ated P-2 gel preparations. Table V is a more detailed presentation of the diameter 
data. The relative uniformity of diameter within the fractionated samples can be in- 
ferred from the ratios of volumetric to linear average. 

SCRLEN 
FRACTION 

,;%? 

t 
100 150 200 250 

AVERAGE DIAMETER (,uM) 

Fig. 4. Rvcragc cliaxnctcrs for frnctionatcd gel. 

TABLE 

DIAMETLR AVERAGES 
--- --------._- _._. --_--- ----.__.-_~_-_..._- ____.__ _.,_.____ __.__. 

Pvcpavatio9a &l,8 4, &v 4, c.? ,“V 

(/In?.) (pw) (p1) (1.1 tn. ) (pla) 
----.- - __-.. - .___ -_-_-_- _-__----______* 

100-120, P-2 104.47 I IG.GS 125.93 134.97 141.55 
70-80, P-2 123.40 143.60 15S.57 173.16 182.96 
50-Go, r-2 133.20 170.12 204.49 240.7s 2G3.gr 

Sephaclcs G-IO 72.4s 76.06 79.77 83.61 87.38 
Scphnclcx G-I 5 so.97 83.74 86.79 89.97 93.36 
_--- -.-__--..---I.--._- ---- 

In order to ascertain the proper average for mass transfer, eqns. (I) and (2) were 
assumed to be exact. Values of Z<t were calculatecl, and D, was calculatecl using each 
of the averages. The experimental clata were clerivecl from band spreading measure- 
ments using three preparations of Bio-Gel P-2. Two solutes were used, glucose and 
raffinose; arid runs were tnacle at three temperatures, 15, 30, and 45”. 

The deviations of D, .from group averages were used as one measure of the con- 
sistency of a diameter average. The deviations were normalizecl ancl combined until 
one value was obtained which was representative of the error associated with a given 
average. The results 0.f this analysis are shown schematically in Fig. 5, abbreviated 
AD,. 

The overall mass transfer coefficient can be written 

log--$- = 2 log d, -constant 
I, (21) 
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dn 4, 

NORMALIZE0 
DEVIATION 

- 0.4 - I.0 

- 0.3 
-0.8 

- 0.6 

-0.2 

- 0.4 

-0.1 
-0.2 

d 
ADS AHL 

WY A'KL 

l:rom this it can lx seen that a log-log plot ofI/Ir’~, vc1’mcs & should have a slope of two. 
The slopes were calculatecl by least-squares analysis, and the results are sllown in 
l;ig. 5 as AK L. Regardless of the slope, it should bc the same for both solutes, B.C., there 
should be no change in transfer mechanism. This analysis of error is shown in Fig. 5, 
abbreviated A SKI,. 

There was a niiniinuni in the three measurements of consistency for the dyv basis. 
T;lis is not anunreasonable result since slow gel-phase diffusion should be best described 
by a volume averaged cliameter. 

Either cZBY,s or rE,,, is intuitively suggested by the random walk theories of eddy 
cliffusion13~14. As shown in Fig. 6, there was a good linear correlation for both of these 
averages, mcept for the 70-So mesh data. Different techniques were used for column 
packing in these runs, and it is reasonable that there is no agreement for these data. 

The regression parameters for the data shown in l:ig. 6 are given in Table VI 
(excluding the 70-So mesh clata). The comparison is shown for tllk overall average 
eddy diffusion coefficient <A>. The correlation coeffxient is larger and the intercept 
is sinaller for the dsps line. There is lletter agreement between slope and <A> for c&218 
than for &. From these comparisons, the conclusion is that the CZYpa average gives 
a more consistent prediction of asial dispersion. 

./. Cltr*o~mtog., qG (1970) 33-47 
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TABLE VT 

DEPBNDENCE OF AXIAL DISPERSIOX ON PARTICLE DIAM&TER 

dNpX basis d,, Oasis 
---I.--._--____..“- ._________,_ _, 

Correlation coefficicnl?~ o.ggs 0.991 
Intcrccptu 3.5 x IO-.’ I.9 x 10-a 
Slop@ 0.583 o.g(hs 
<lb > o.Gzo 0.557 
<a> - slope 0.037 0.18cJ 
- --.---_.-- - . .._ . 

a Refers to data shown in Fig. 6. 

Mass travtsfer 
The dependence of mass transfer on particle diameter was given in ecln. (21). 

Theories dealing with slow fihn diffusion predict an exponent of I for d, (ref. 8). 
Therefore, the slope of the log-log plot of r/I<r, ve~szcs d, is a sensitive test for determin- 
ing the controlling mechanism of mass transfer. The regression data in Table VII 
show that the slope is close to two in all cases, indicating that slow gel-phase diffusion 
was the controlling mechanism. The linearity of the relationships is an inclication that 
there was not a change in the mechanism with variations in diameter. 

TABLE VII 

RELATION OF MASS TRANSFER COBPFICIENT TO PARTICLE DIAMETER 

Codilz’on Sl+w Co~vvefation 
L.. 

Intcvccpt 
cocfficimt 

-__- ----._.-_. 

150, glucose 2.15 12.6 0.999 
30°, glucose 1.92 .I I.0 0.g84 

450, glucose I.SG IO.4 0.984 

I5’, rnffinosc I.77 12.3 o@9 
3o*, raffinose I.95 12.5 0.992 
45Oe r&hose I.85 I1.G 0.999 

-----_- ..-_- 

a Log (I/Is-J,) VeYszcs log (2,. 

The consistency of D, can he seen from the data in Table VIII. There is good 
agreement except for some of the 100-120 mesh data at the higher temperatures.The 
slopes of the Ha vfmms U plots were numerically small in these runs, making the 
calculations of D, and KL more susceptible to experimental error. 

TABLE VITI 

GEL-PHASE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS 

Tem~evatzwe GZ~ccosc (D, x IO’) 
PC) __---. - 

x00--120 70-80 SO-60 
eac.sJ~ ~wzssh tUCSlL 

gel gel gel 

I5 3..33 3.02 2.85 , 
30 4.52 5.25 3.73 

6.40 45 7.54 7.03 
- _-. 

J, Clwomatog,, 46 (1970) 33-47 

-__ 
Iilaflnosc (D,, x 10’) 

--- 

IOO--120 70-80 50-Go 
Wo?SJl~ ?L&ESIl ?liC.SlL 

gcr! gel get 
---.__ 

1.00 1.04 1.or 

x.72 I.79 I.I‘f 

3.02 2.85 2.97 
-----.-_ 
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Using tlie absolute rate tlleory of EYIilNcJ ct nl .16, the activa.tion energy of gel- 
phase solute diffusion can be calculated from the equation 

111 13” = - 15, -$g- 
( ) 

-t_ constant 
L 

(=I 

wliere I>, = calculated gel-phase diffusion coefficient, E, = activation energy, R = 
gas constant, and 7’ = absolute temperature. 

Tile data shown in Table IX refer to solute behavior in the 13io-Gel P-z systems. 
The activation energies increase in the expectecl way -with increasing molecular 
we&lit. All of the semilog plots of Dy vfxs~cs I/r were linear, confirming the conception 
of solute partitioning by localized restricted diffusion l”. The activation energies are 
close to those relmrted for analogous gel systems, cJ. 4.5-5.9 kcal/niole in ref. 17 and 
about G.0 I;cnl/rnole in ref. IS. 

.----_ _.__ ---. .._.. __.. .-.. - _.._ -.-_-- . . . .._..._ ..__. 

SOIlllf! Ii-,, 
(I~CaIllllOIC) 

-_-..- -..__..._.. ._. ._. -_.- .____... -.-I--.. ._..___.. . ..___..._._ _ .__ 

Glucose s-34 
Sucrose 5.90 
I.~aflino.sc G.50 
Sclinrclinpx u-clcstrin 6.53 
Schnrclinpx p-clcstrin (i-73 
..- -.-I.- --...-. -_.-- _--- _~ _ _---.-_ 

~‘i$%lrsiuit~J YCtCWddiOlt 

l’lle retarclation ratio 

is useful in discussing the transport of solutes in gel systems. As shown in Table X, 
retardation is not sensitive to temperature. However, Tables X and XI show a high 
dependence of retarclation on both solute and gel. There was a semilog correlation 
between the retarclation ratio and solute molecular weight 
incidental interest that the intercepts of the lines in Fig. 7 
with the equation 0.1’ MACICEY cd al.1”. 

Rlt-l’ARl~~\‘l’IOX RI\TIOS, IjIO-C;lfl, I’-2 
~~.-__--._--_“...-_.__..-_____.__ ___- _.___.___ _ ..____ _--_..--_- -...___ 

1.5” 30” 4.5” 
--.I- .___.-- -.--- . . -......... ..-. - -._- ---- .__._ -_-. .-.--_.-- _.__..._.-....-. -.-- 

Glucose 0.05s7 O.OGO2 0.067 I 
SLlcrosc o*o-+r3 
Rnffinosc 

o.o.+gz 0.05 I7 
0.0307 

Scliardingcr u-clcstrin 
0.0314 o.oqzcJ 

0.017s 0.0&3 
Scharcliiqcr /3-clcstrin 

0.02463 

0.0145 0.01Gg 0.0710 
.-___-_ -- ._._._-_. - _.._-__ _ ____. -.__._________ --.----.--.~- ..I_ - 

as shown in Fig. 7, It is of 
agree only approsimately 
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TAl3I.E Xl 

RETARDATION RATIOS, SIEPI-IA13ES GELS, 20’ 
---. -.--- __.- .._ --_-. __.... 

G-15 G-IO 
__--- _____._ -. .._____ - . . _.-_ L......... ..-_. ,....._ _ .-.. -__-_- . .._ 

Glycinc - 0.022s 

Glycerol - 0.02GG 

Glucose 0.0717 O.OlOO 
Sucrose 0,0376 o.oogo 
Raffillosc 0.0297 0.0065 
Scharclingcr u-clcxtrin 0.0122 0.0024 

~_._--.. _---_-__ ._ 

0 BIO-GEL P-2 
A SEPHADEX C-15 
0 SEPHAOEX G-10 

I I I I I I 
200 400 600 000 1000 

MOLECULAR WEIGHT 

Fig. 7. ITctarclation ratio-molecular weight correlation. 

Y- ,““, 
v 

based on a tortuosity model. The comparison is shown in Table XII. 

TABLE SIl 

RETARDATION RATIOS’PREI~ICTILU BY THE Rl:LATION OF MACKIIC 

P-2 0.171 o.osir. 
G-15 O.TL+I 0.081 
G-IO 0.02G 0.032 

-_--_--_.__ 

Solute partitioning was not found to be sensitive to flow rate or to any of the 
other experimental variables. The Seplladex gels were studied only at zoo so this 
conclusion cannot be completely generalized. All cbmmon colored materials (pH 
indicators, inks, Sephadex Blue Dextran zooo) were found to be chemically adsorbed 
on the Sephadex gels, Most of these materials were adsorbed on Bio-Gel P-z with the 
esception of Na-Bromthymol Blue (Sargent) ancl Murexide (Polysciences). Theye was 
fouid to be an interaction between Schardinger a-clextrin and all of the Sephadex 
gels as shown in Table XIII by the abnormally large distribution coefficient for this 
solute. 

1. Clivontatog., 46 (1970) 33-47 
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_-.---.._- .__... ._.- __._ ---.--__ ._._________.-_--_-._ ._... _______... ._._ .____ _ ______ ____ _,__.._ 

*50l11lcs c;ClS 

. . ..__ - _._... - _.._._._ -_-___ .___ _- ___.. _ ____ ---____.____._______ 
P-2 G-IO G-I.j G-23 

_. .“__ ._._..___ -...-..-__ _. . .._. --...... .--..-.-.- -. .-.-----.- ..~--.----.-.-.-_----.----.-_-.-_ ..__ - __.. -..--.__-_..-- __.. _ .._. 

Glycinc 
Glycerol 
Glucose 
Sucrose 
R~~ffillOX! 

Schardin~ct rr-clcstrin 
Schardingcr /I-tlcstrin 
-._- _.,.._ ._- _..___. -.--_. .- ___.. -.-. .-__-..----. .-....--. _.--_-...- _..._ - --_.-_ _.- -._- . .._ .- ___..___ _. 

Them was found to be a god correlation bctwcen I<, and molecular weight as 
shown in Fig. 8. 

E 
0.5 l- 

MOLECULAR WEIGHT 

Fig. X. ‘Pcnlt scpnra.tion inclcs corrclntion. 

3 
DISCUSSION AXD CONCLUSIONS 

Retmclation of solute cli,ffusivity in the gel matris is the most important mechn- 
nism which causes bancl spreading in MSC systcyns. This is inlierent in MSC since the 
same meclm.nisn~s are responsible for partitioning solutes accot-cling to niolecular size. 
An interesting result of this relationship is that the lxmcls which arc elutecl first from 
the column are spread less than subsequent lxmcls. Since an escluclecl solute lxmcl does 
not involve gel phase transport, these bancls are narrowest. This behavior was con- 
sistently observed and is shown in Table XIV for a representaGve series of’curvcs. 

- -_I--.-- .--------L- ------- --.- -.- .-.---.-...-.-.-...-... -_. _._.. . .._..__. .____ _.__ _ .._ _______..___ 

SollrCP ~1~olecrrfnY 13isf/~i6~llliori. 

7wigllt 

I3mtl s,~rcnclit7g 

coc?Jkier?l, I\‘, b.t,!, (r11l) 
--_- .-- --.-...._.._-. _--.--__--_ ._.._-...--.-.- _._._.-__..-_ -_---___________.__ ___ 

Glucose IS0 0.407 8.5‘1. 
Sucrose 342 0.359 10.5 
Ibfi-1110sc 504 0.295 12,f 

Schnrclingcr rf-clcstriti 972 0.2s I X7.7 
Scharclinp2r p-clcstrin 1’, 134. 0,263 1 s,s 

Dcstran 12,000 0.0 2.g.c 

_--_...I I_.. I_.-- ---.._- ._.- - .-.. _I_.. _I._ ._.. _-.----..-.~----.-. .------ .._... -._ . .._ ._ ,.. . __, .___..__ ._ . 
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This behavior agrees with observations in a polymer-related MSC systems”, but is 
contrary to the prediction of GIDDINGS~~. 

Peak separation and band spreading are two effects which must be considered 
when designing a MSC separation. Two indices may prove useful in this respect, 

AK, 
I ps = - (25) 

Ll molecular weight 

dlog Y 
Iba, = (26) 

A molecular weight . 

which are given in Table XV as calculated from data shown in Figs. 7 and S. These 
indices are normalized measures of a gel’s ability to separate molecules (Ipy) and of 
the increase in band spreading with increasing molecular weight (Ib,). As sllown in 
Table XV, there is little difference between the abilities of the gels to separate mole- 
cules. However, the Sephadex gels caused more band spreading than did the Bio- 
Gel material. The reason for this is probably because the destran matris allowed 
more solute-gel interaction than did the acrylamide matris. Thus, it would seem that 
the more inert a matrix is toward solutes, the better it will be in MSC applications. 

TABLEXV 

GELEFFICIENCY PARAMETERS 

I,, = peak separation in&x; Ibcr = band sprmcling inclcs. 
- I-. 

Gd type I,, x IO4 rbs x IO4 
--- 

r-2 3.65 
G-15 

6.07 
3.54 8.67 

G-IO 3.50 IS.9 
-_-_-~__ 
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